Hybrid genetic algorithms significant interest over the decade are increasingly used to resolve real -world problems. Genetic algorithm's ability to incorporate various techniques within its framework to produce a hybrid that secures the best from the blend. In this paper, different forms of integrations between genetic algorithms and various search and optimization techniques/methods will be focused on. This dissertation also aims to observe issues that acquire our consideration when designing a hybrid genetic algorithm that uses another search method as searching tools. Different approaches for employing these searching tool information and various mechanisms that acquire attaining a balance between global genetic algorithm and search tools.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorith m (GA ) has a population-based search space and optimizat ion methods that impersonator's the process of evolution naturally. The two main concepts of evolution are natural selection (NS) and genetic dynamics (GD) they are enthused by the development of methods. The basic principles of these techniques were first approached by Holland et al [1] wh ich are described, as examp les in many -papers. The recital of any genetic algorith m, like global optimizat ion algorith m, are governed by the mechanis m of balancing conflict ing objectives,which exploit the paramount solution found till date and at the same time exp lore the search space for feasible solutions. The supremacy of genetic algorith ms comes fro m the ability that comb ines both examination and utilizat ion of an optimal way [1] .
Although this optimality of exploitation may be hypothetically factual for a GA, there are glitches in practice. These arise because Holland et al presu med that population size is unlimited and that the fitness performance accurately reflected to the control of his solutions. The interactions between genes are very minor [2] .
The difficulty of finding the feasible solutions in supreme regions accounts the GA operator's poor performances that make minor changes in the neighborhood of the current solutions [3] . Covering the full use of a local search tool in the GA could better perform the exp loit ing abilities of the searching algorith m without restricting its exploring performance [4] . When the right balances are between global exploration and the local explo itation competences than it achieves the algorith m could easily produce feasible solutions with accuracy [5] .
A mixture of a GA and a local search method could rapidly increase the search to locate the exact global solutions required. In hybrid GA's, imp lementing a local search fo r the solution that are required by a GA for the most feasible space could increase union to the global optimu m solution. The time consumed to achieve global optimality could further reduced when local search tools are used to speed up the locating of the most feasible search spaces also when locating the global optimu m solution that starts within the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering (ICAISE 2013) © 2013. The authors -Published by Atlantis Press basin of pull. The not so perfect choices of controlling parameters are other ways of limit ing GA's in resolving real-wo rld problems [6] because of the detrimental effects with the trade-offs between utilizat ion and explorat ion. Upon these parameters algorith ms could either succeeding to find almost optimu m solution by any efficient way or simp ly fail to find any solution. Choosing the correct parameters are time-consuming. Therefore, the use of strike controlling parameters beco me contradicting to the evolution of GA [7] .
For these reasons, various searching techniques need to be utilized for setting these values for the parameters while the search are still in progress. In this dissertation, hybrid genetic algorith ms (HGA's) are thoroughly examined when putting in the different ways in which their roles for the search methods and GA are integrated. The dissertation plans to present a not to classified hybrid genetic algorith ms, but to highlight on the possibilit ies when combin ing the search method together as a framework of GA. For an architectural taxono my of combinatorial me-metic algorithms the reader could refer to 8] [9] and [10], whereby meta-heuristics are classed basing on the designing of the search space and implantation space.
Gain an insight of the design issues of hybrid genetic algorith ms (HGA's) while also reviewing the different mechanisms that have been utilized by authors when applying local search contributions within genetic search also having the various techniques that achieved a balance with explorat ion and utilization.
The problem
Problems could also waste the resources of hybrids that use clustering techniques in the genotype domain to reduce unnecessary local search, in contrast to the Lamarckian approach wh ich has been shown to help allev iate this problem [11] . Hart et al. [12] pointed to the importance of considering the cost of learning, which has been ignored by most researchers when studying the impact of the Bald winian strategy on the hybrid search by analyzing its performance based on the number of generations of the genetic algorith m only.
Joines et al. [13] found that using the pure Lamarckian approach (100% Lamarckian) produced the best convergence speed to the best known solution when solving the cell formation problem.
Espinoza et al. [15] used 75% part ial Lamarckian as the optimal leaning strategy in their hybrid to optimize t wo continuous functions. El-Mihoub et al.
[14] investigated the combined effect of probability of local search and leaning strategy on the hybrid performance and found that combing a low probability of local search with the pure Lamarckian learning strategy can improve the convergence speed without disrupting the schema processing. Ishibushi et al. [16] found that the 5% partial Lamarckian worked well on the multi-objective 0/1 knap-sack problem using a single population model, however, the 50% part ial Lamarckian was the optimal choice using the island model
The same technique has been used to solve the three- Although the aim of comb ining a global genetic algorith m and a local search method is to get the best out of the exploring ability of the former, and the efficiency of the latter in reaching local optima, the two methods can interact in a more co mplicated way than the one described above. Rosin et al. [19] argued that the mutation operator in a hybrid plays a different role than it does in a pure genetic algorith m. The authors concluded that this adaptation mechanis m allows the balance between the global genetic search and the local search to be adjusted according to the particularities of the search space, thus allowing significant improvements in the performance for different classes of problems.
LS Potential Techni que
The LS potential selection mechanism has been proposed by Land [24] to decide wh ich individuals should perform the local search. In the Lamarckian approach, the local search method is used as a refinement genetic operator that modifies the genetic structure of an individual and places it back in the genetic population. 
Conclusion
This can improve the ability of the genetic algorith m to direct the search to the most promising regions of the search space. When a GA has a global search method that is combined to a specific problem method such as the local searching method, the overall search capabilities are enhanced.
However, apply ing a local search to every individual in the population on costly function evaluations can waste resources without providing any more useful informat ion.
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